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Routine BRCA1/2 sequencing in ovarian cancer patients has come a long way since referrals to 17 

clinical genetics for sequencing were based upon the often imperfect assessment of family history in 18 

a gynaecological surgery or medical oncology clinic and the subsequent determination that the risk 19 

of an underlying genetic abnormality was above a particular threshold (often 10%). 20 

Frugtniet et al report on data from 844 HGSOC patients sequenced through the Welsh 21 

mainstreamed oncology-led diagnostic referral pathway. The frequency of germline mutations at 22 

9.2% was slightly lower than in comparable studies from other countries; this increased to 11.6% 23 

across the cohort when tumour pathogenic variants were considered. Crucially, 169 patients had 24 

parallel tumour and germline sequencing (where each test was performed independently from the 25 

result of the other). Of these, one was found to have a pathogenic germline mutation that was not 26 

identified in tumour tissue. One other such ‘false negative’ in tumour tissue was identified during 27 

the conduct of the study. These gene dosage variants (one BRCA1 exon 13 duplication and one 28 

BRCA1 exon 20 deletion) are the sort of aberration that are poorly detected by current standard 29 

tumour sequencing methods. In total 2/98 (2%) of patients found to have pathogenic germline 30 

variants would have been missed by tumour sequencing alone, although as a percentage of all 31 

patients tested the false negative rate is significantly lower than this. However, the authors caution 32 

that other studies demonstrate higher frequencies of gene dosage variants and as such tumour-only 33 

BRCA1/2 sequencing must still be viewed with caution. 34 

Whole genome tumour sequencing can detect gene dosage variants in tumour material (Ewing et al, 35 

Clin Cancer Res, 2021, 27(11):3201-3214) but is prohibitively expensive and issues with its 36 

performance in formalin fixed material remain. Shallow whole genome sequencing may turn out to 37 

be a valid alternative (Macintyre et al, Nat Genet, 2018 50(9):1262-1270). Performing MLPA 38 

(Multiplex-Ligation dependent Probe Amplification) on germline samples in addition to tumour 39 

sequencing is another strategy that would provide confidence that most heritable gene dosage 40 

variants were being detected while perhaps missing some tumour-only duplications or deletions. 41 
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The UK like many countries is now incorporating germline panel sequencing of other genes known to 42 

contribute to the hereditary risk of non-mucinous ovarian cancer (in addition to BRCA1 and BRCA2), 43 

such as RAD51C, RAD51D, BRIP1 and various mismatch repair genes [reviewed by Sundhar et al, Int J 44 

Gynecol Cancer, 2021 (2):272-278] to be conducted alongside tumour BRCA1/2 sequencing in 45 

patients potentially eligible for PARP inhibitors. Indeed the requirement to optimise patient 46 

selection for PARP inhibitor therapy underlies many of the changes in sequencing protocols for 47 

ovarian cancer patients which have occurred over the last decade. Tumour Homologous 48 

Recombination Deficiency or ‘genomic instability’ testing is now included in the European license for 49 

selecting BRCA1/2 wild-type patients who should be considered for the addition of olaparib to 50 

bevacizumab in the first-line maintenance setting. There remains room for improvement in this 51 

strategy; hopefully future developments will include assessment of pre-existing genomic changes 52 

that contribute to PARP inhibitor resistance. 53 
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